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Lesson 1 
 
1Timothy 1 
 
Read 1Timothy 1:1-2 
  

1. How does Paul refer to himself? 
 
 

2. How does Paul describe Timothy? 
 
 

 
For Discussion  
A. What implications are made by referring to Timothy as "A son in the faith"? 
 
 
 

3. How does Paul describe Jesus?  
 
 

4. What does Paul promise comes from God?  
 
 

Read 1Timothy 1:3-11 
 

1. Where is Timothy living when he receives this letter?  
 
 

 (For further study about what God did in the city of Ephesus, read Acts 19) 
 

2. What charge did Paul give to Timothy?  
 
 

 Why is that important  
 
 

3. According to 1Timothy 1:4 it is possible to overemphasize minor biblical 
doctrines.  According to Paul, what fruit will this produce?  

 
 

4. According to 1Timothy 1:4-5, what will good doctrine produce in those who 
are taught?  
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For Discussion  
B. 1Timothy 1:6 speaks of people straying from sound doctrine. In your own 

words how does bad teaching lead to bad behavior?  
 
 
 

5. What do you think Paul meant when he wrote that the Law was not made for 
the righteous but for the unrighteous? 

 
 

6. Take a moment to define the following terms. 
 Insubordinate  

 
 Profane  

 
 Fornicator  

 
 Sodomite 

 
For Discussion  
C. Paul refers to the gospel as "glorious." In your own words describe why the 

gospel is glorious.  
 
 
 

Read 1Timothy 1:12-17 
 

1. In 1Timothy 1:12, Paul breaks out in praise. What is the subject of his song?  
 
 

2. According to 1Timothy 1:12, what character trait is necessary for ministry?  
 
 
For Discussion  
D. How does the fact that Paul attributes his ministry to the enabling power of 

God encourage you to serve the Lord?  
 
 
 

3. How does Paul describe himself before his conversion?  
 
 

4. What do you think he means by saying, "I obtained mercy because I did it 
ignorantly in unbelief"? 
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5. According to 1Timothy 1:14, how is the grace of God described?  
 
 
For Discussion  
E. Define… 

 Grace 
 

 Exceedingly  
 

 Abundant  
 
 
F. Why are we in need of exceedingly, abundant grace? 
 
 
 

6. According to 1Timothy 1:15, why did Jesus come into the world?  
 
 

7. In your own words describe what it would be like for Jesus to leave glory and 
become a man. Keep in mind that He was born in a stable, laid in a manger 
and grew up in poverty.  

 
 

8. Take a few minutes to pray for someone you know who has not yet come to 
Christ.  

 
 

9. Think of a practical way you can show them the love of Jesus this week and 
do it.  

 
 

10. In 1Timothy 1:16 Paul refers to his life as a pattern. What does his life teach 
us about God, mercy and grace?  

 
 

For Discussion 
G. How does your life testify about God, His mercy and His grace?  
 
 
 
H. Paul uses the phrase, "those who are going to believe on Him for 

everlasting life." It seems he believed that people would get saved if he 
shared with them. How would believing that change the way we 
witnessed?  
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11. In 1Timothy 1:17 Paul once again breaks out in song. What does his song 
teach us about God?  

 
 

12. Define the following terms.  
 Eternal  

 
 Immortal  

 
 Invisible  

 
 Wise  

 
 
For Discussion  
I. How does understanding that God is eternal, immortal, invisible and wise 

help you to worship Him during difficult times?  
 

Read 1Timothy 1:18-20 
 

1. Paul gives Timothy a second charge. What is it?  
 
 

2. What does it mean to wage war?  
 
 

3. What is the difference between waging war and waging good warfare?  
 
 
For Discussion  
J. How can you participate in the good warfare that the church is currently 

involved in?  
 
 
 
K. What part do the following play in waging good warfare?  

 Prayer 
 

 Witnessing  
 

 A good testimony  
 
 

4. What visual does Paul paint in 1Timothy 1:19? 
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For Discussion  
L. What is "conscience"? 
 
 
 
M. How does rejecting your conscience lead to becoming shipwrecked?  
 
 
 

5. Paul mentions two men who apparently rejected their conscience and ended 
up spiritually shipwrecked. What remedy does he prescribe to restore them?  

 
 
For Discussion  
N. When Paul writes that he "delivered them to Satan" it probably means that 

they were removed from the church until they repented. We see similar 
passages in Matthew 18 and 1Corinthians 5. How would removing a person 
who is living an ungodly life help them to be restored to the Lord?  
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Shipwreck 
 

1 Timothy 1:19-20 

“. . . having faith and a good conscience, which some having rejected, concerning the faith have 

suffered shipwreck, of whom are Hymenaeus and Alexander, whom I delivered to Satan that they 

may learn not to blaspheme.” 

 

As Paul traveled the world to preach the Gospel, he had the great joy of seeing many come to 

Christ. Sadly, however, he also had the difficult experience of seeing some fall away from the 

Lord. Here he mentions two such individuals and describes their backsliding as being 

shipwrecked. They once had sails unfurled on course for the Kingdom, but had drifted off course 

and were no longer serving or following Christ. He mentions them as a warning to us of the 

dangers of falling away from Christ. A shipwreck is an appropriate analogy for the Christian 

because of the dangers we face on our journey towards what John Bunyan called “The Celestial 

City.” Unfortunately, shipwrecks, like backsliding, have a variety of causes. 

 

A few years ago, Hollywood produced a movie called “The Perfect Storm” about a fishing vessel 

lost at sea due to extreme weather. There are times when the conditions we face are like a 

turbulent sea, tossing us to and fro. If we are not careful, we will find we have run aground and 

are no longer pursuing the Lord. These trying times can even leave us bitter and disenchanted 

regarding Christ. It is crucial that we learn to take refuge from life’s storms in the safe harbor of 

Christ and the promises of His Word. 

 

Just a couple years ago, a large cruise ship ran aground in Europe. The news sites were filled with 

images of this mighty vessel being battered by the waves, and it was reported that many had lost 

their lives. The initial reports alluded to the captain being intoxicated, and as a result, had drifted 

off course and into the shallows. It is not uncommon to hear of Christians who have done the 

same thing. Not being careful to remove ungodly influences from their lives, they find themselves 

tripped up by the sins of their past. They are usually filled with shame and guilt because of the 

mess they have made of things. This guilt may keep them on the rocks, being beaten by the waves 

of life. If that describes you, allow me to encourage you. Whatever your sin may have been, there 

is forgiveness. David described the condition of the one who finally accepts the forgiveness 

available to him, regardless of the severity of the sin committed. 

 

Psalms 32:1 “Blessed is he whose transgression is forgiven, whose sin is covered.” 

 

Another common cause of shipwreck is being ill-prepared for the conditions we face. Not long 

ago, I watched as a boat attempted to navigate its way through one of Florida’s more challenging 

inlets. Standing there, unable to do anything but watch, myself and a few other onlookers, stared 

in dismay as the vessel was tossed into the rocks. His failure was not for lack of trying, but 

because he was simply a novice and did not have the proper training for such difficult conditions. 

All too often, Christians fail for the same reason. Not taking advantage of the present calm to 

develop deep foundations in the Christian walk, they find themselves unable to withstand the trial 

and temptation that is just ahead. Don’t let that happen to you. If life is somewhat calm at the 

moment, use that to your advantage to become a disciple of Christ. Don’t wait until you are being 

battered against the rocks before you begin to invest in the Word, fellowship and prayer. 

 

Pastor Jim 

https://pjimgallagher.com/2015/09/22/shipwreck/

